Paternal care and the evolution of exaggerated sexual swellings in primates
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The exaggerated sexual swellings exhibited by females of some primate species have been of interest to evolutionary biologists since the time of Darwin. We summarize existing hypotheses for their function and evolution and categorize these hypotheses within the context of 3 types of variation in sexual swelling size: 1) variation within a single sexual cycle, 2) variation between the sexual cycles of a single female, and 3) differences between females. We then propose the Paternal Care Hypothesis for the function of sexual swellings, which posits that exaggerated sexual swellings function to elicit the right quantity and quality of male care for a female's infant. As others have noted, swellings may allow females to engender paternity confusion, or they may allow females to confer relative paternal certainty on one male. Key to our hypothesis is that both of these scenarios create an incentive for one or more males to provide care. This hypothesis builds on previous hypotheses but differs from them by highlighting the elicitation of paternal care as a key function of swellings. Our hypothesis predicts that true paternal care (in which males accurately differentiate and provide assistance to their own offspring) will be most common in species in which exaggerated swellings accurately signal the probability of conception, and males can monopolize females during the window of highest conception probability. Our hypothesis also predicts that females will experience selection to behave in ways that either augment paternity confusion or enhance paternal certainty depending on their social and demographic contexts. Key words: infanticide, parental care, primates, sexual swellings. [Behav Ecol]

INTRODUCTION

Females of many primate species exhibit exaggerated sexual swellings—large, conspicuous, and sometimes brightly colored swellings of the anogenital area (and sometimes other correlated areas) that occur during the periovulatory phase of the sexual cycle. Exaggerated sexual swellings are thought to have evolved multiple times (Dixson 1983; Nunn 1999). They occur in some Old World Monkeys and some apes but have not been reported in New World Monkeys or Strepsirrhines.

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the function and evolution of exaggerated sexual swellings. Each of these hypotheses builds, either explicitly or implicitly, on observations about 1 of the 3 possible ways in which this trait may vary. Specifically, variation in the size of sexual swellings may be measured within one cycle of one individual female, within one individual female across multiple cycles, or across individuals (Figure 1). By extension, sexual swellings may signal 3 different types of information to the receiver. They may signal the timing of ovulation within a cycle, they may signal the probability of conception between cycles, and they may signal differences in quality between individuals (Zimmer et al. 2002). We categorize each of the hypotheses that have been proposed according the type of variation that it addresses. We refer to these categories as addressing questions about “Signaling Within a Cycle, Signaling Between Cycles, and Signaling Between Individuals.” Hypotheses in all of these categories have strengths, but empirical support for them varies markedly. Notably, they are usually not mutually exclusive; hypotheses in some or all of the categories may accurately describe the function(s) of exaggerated sexual swellings.

Here, we propose the Paternal Care Hypothesis for the function of exaggerated sexual swellings in primates. In particular, we propose that a key function of exaggerated sexual swellings is to elicit the optimum quantity and quality of male investment in a female’s infant. This optimum will vary with demographic and behavioral contexts and will be subject to ecological and phylogenetic constraints. In some contexts, the most valuable role for male investment will be to help prevent infanticide during the period of infant vulnerability; in these contexts, the best option for females might be to confuse paternity, thereby increasing the number of males that are motivated to defend an infant. In other contexts, greater fitness benefits may accrue to offspring through more enduring, longer term investment, though that investment may be less intense at any one time than protection against infanticide; in these contexts, the best option might be to confer paternal certainty on a single male who then concentrates his paternal effort in the offspring he has fathered. We posit that variation in the information content of sexual swellings tracks this variation in the optimal quantity and quality of male investment (excluded from this prediction are swellings that occur when females are pregnant, a phenomenon known in some species, which may have a different function).

FUNCTIONS OF EXAGGERATED SEXUAL SWELLINGS IN PRIMATES

Below, we briefly describe signaling within a cycle, signaling between cycles, and signaling between individuals as categories of hypotheses for the function of sexual swellings (as noted above, excluding cases where swellings occur during pregnancy). We
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Recent empirical studies support the idea that exaggerated swellings also allow males to differentiate between the cycles of a given female. After giving birth, most female primates experience a period of postpartum amenorrhea, followed by the resumption of sexual cycles. Once cycles resume, female primates usually cycle repeatedly without conceiving, even when mating activity is plentiful (Drea 2005). This hypothesis predicts that the maximum size of a sexual swelling on a given cycle signals the probability of conception on that cycle relative to other cycles of that female. That is, it predicts that successive swellings of a female within a single reproductive interval are progressively larger and that the conception cycle is the largest swelling in that reproductive interval. It also predicts that males will expend more effort on cycles that exhibit a relatively large swelling for that female. For males to successfully differentiate between cycles of a given female, males must be able to track individual females over the course of several cycles and differentiate swelling size between cycles of the same female.

Recent data from several primate species support the “Differentiating Between Cycles Hypothesis.” Olive baboons (Papio anubis; Higham et al. 2008b) and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; Nunn 1999) is currently the prevailing and most comprehensive one; it posits that exaggerated swellings function simultaneously to confuse paternity and concentrate the probability of paternity in the highest quality male. Specifically, swellings can confuse paternity by extending the period of mating and hence promoting multiple mating, and they can concentrate paternity in the “best” male by inciting the most intense competition when the probability of ovulation is highest (Nunn 1999). All of these within-cycle hypotheses build on the notion that the timing of ovulation is correlated with the period of maximal swelling within each estrous cycle, but each posits that a different set of benefits have driven the evolution of exaggerated swellings (for a thorough review, see Nunn 1999).

Ample empirical evidence supports the idea that swelling size can signal the probability of conception within a cycle. Specifically, in most species that have been examined, the increase in swelling size within each estrous cycle signals the approach of ovulation. For example, ovulation in baboons typically occurs within the 5-day window prior to deturgescence (going down) of the swelling, and the period of maximal turgescence encompasses ovulation (Wild et al. 1977; Despre et al. 2009) and wild populations (Higham et al. 2008a). A similar correspondence between maximal turgescence and ovulation has been reported in some macaque species (Mohle et al. 2005), in sooty mangabeys (Whitten and Russell 1996), and in chimpanzees (Dahl et al. 1991; Emery and Whitten 2003). Furthermore, male mate-guarding attention increases dramatically as swelling size increases within a cycle in several species, and even subtle swelling size changes within the period of maximal turgescence may play a critical role in signaling ovulation (e.g., Emery and Whitten 2003; Deschner et al. 2004 in chimpanzees; Higham et al. 2008b in baboons). Indeed, as predicted by the Graded Signal Hypothesis (Nunn 1999), the fact that the swelling has a long duration promotes multiple mating by females, potentially confusing paternity; at the same time, the generally good relationship between ovulation and maximal swelling in a range of species can serve to concentrate paternity. However, the precision with which maximal swelling predicts ovulation varies across species (e.g., see Reichert et al. 2002; Engelhardt et al. 2005), suggesting that the balance between concentrating and confusing paternity may be evolutionarily labile and that lineages may differ in this balance.

**Figure 1**
Examples of how sexual swelling size varies in the Amboseli baboon population in southern Kenya (A) within one cycle of an individual, (B) between cycles of one individual, and (C) across individuals. (A) Changes in swelling size over the course of one nonconceptive cycle for one female. Each point represents the mean width (± standard deviation [SD]) of the swelling measured from multiple images on a single day. The vertical dashed line represents the first day of deturgescence. (B) Changes in maximum swelling size for 3 consecutive estrous cycles within one female; cycles are numbered consecutively from when the female resumed cycling (after the birth of the previous offspring). Each point represents the mean width (±SD) of the swelling measured from multiple images on the day prior to deturgescence in each cycle. The female’s fourth cycle after resumption was a concep
tive cycle. (C) Differences in maximum swelling size across females; each point represents the mean maximum swelling size (±SD) for one concep
tive cycle of one female.

**Category 1: signaling within a cycle**
Most hypotheses that have been proposed to explain either the function or the evolution of exaggerated sexual swellings focus on the variation that sexual swellings display within any given estrous cycle. These hypotheses include the Best Male Hypothesis, the Obvious Ovulation Hypothesis, the Many Males Hypothesis, the Male Services Hypothesis, and the Graded Signal Hypothesis (summarized in Nunn 1999; see also Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1976; Hrdy 1981; Hamilton 1984; van Noordwijk 1985; Hrdy and Whitten 1987). The Graded Signal Hypothesis summarizes the empirical support for these hypotheses so far, and then we describe the relevance of sexual swellings for understanding paternal care. Finally, we outline our hypothesis and its predictions.

**Category 2: differentiating between cycles**
Recent empirical studies support the idea that exaggerated swellings allow males to differentiate between the cycles of a given female. After giving birth, most female primates experience a period of postpartum amenorrhea, followed by the resumption of sexual cycles. Once cycles resume, female primates usually cycle repeatedly without conceiving, even when mating activity is plentiful (Drea 2005). This hypothesis predicts that the maximum size of a sexual swelling on a given cycle signals the probability of conception on that cycle relative to other cycles of that female. That is, it predicts that successive swellings of a female within a single reproductive interval are progressively larger and that the concep
tive cycle is the largest swelling in that reproductive interval. It also predicts that males will expend more effort on cycles that exhibit a relatively large swelling for that female. For males to successfully differentiate between cycles of a given female, males must be able to track individual females over the course of several cycles and differentiate swelling size between cycles of the same female.

**Figure 1**
Examples of how sexual swelling size varies in the Amboseli baboon population in southern Kenya (A) within one cycle of an individual, (B) between cycles of one individual, and (C) across individuals. (A) Changes in swelling size over the course of one nonconceptive cycle for one female. Each point represents the mean width (± standard deviation [SD]) of the swelling measured from multiple images on a single day. The vertical dashed line represents the first day of deturgescence. (B) Changes in maximum swelling size for 3 consecutive estrous cycles within one female; cycles are numbered consecutively from when the female resumed cycling (after the birth of the previous offspring). Each point represents the mean width (±SD) of the swelling measured from multiple images on the day prior to deturgescence in each cycle. The female’s fourth cycle after resumption was a concep
tive cycle. (C) Differences in maximum swelling size across females; each point represents the mean maximum swelling size (±SD) for one concep
tive cycle of one female.

Recent empirical studies support the idea that exaggerated swellings also allow males to differentiate between the cycles of a given female. After giving birth, most female primates experience a period of postpartum amenorrhea, followed by the resumption of sexual cycles. Once cycles resume, female primates usually cycle repeatedly without conceiving, even when mating activity is plentiful (Drea 2005). This hypothesis predicts that the maximum size of a sexual swelling on a given cycle signals the probability of conception on that cycle relative to other cycles of that female. That is, it predicts that successive swellings of a female within a single reproductive interval are progressively larger and that the concep
tive cycle is the largest swelling in that reproductive interval. It also predicts that males will expend more effort on cycles that exhibit a relatively large swelling for that female. For males to successfully differentiate between cycles of a given female, males must be able to track individual females over the course of several cycles and differentiate swelling size between cycles of the same female.
Emery and Whitten 2003; Deschner et al. 2004) showed increases in absolute swelling size with increasing cycle number (i.e., within each successive cycle in a reproductive interval, the female displayed larger swellings). In yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus), concep- tive cycles were associated with larger swellings than nonconceptive cycles, and high-ranking males monopolarized a larger fraction of the female receptive period for concep- tive cycles than they did for nonconceptive cycles (Gesquiere et al. 2007; see also Alberts et al. 2006). In chacma baboons as in yellow baboons, high-ranking males biased their mate-guarding effort toward concep- tive over nonconceptive cycles (Bulger 1993; Weingrill et al. 2003; see Daspre et al. 2009 for data that are qualitatively similar for olive baboons). Interestingly, the Weingrill et al. (2003) study also showed that recently immigrated high-ranking males did not bias their mate-guarding effort toward concep- tive cycles until after an initial period of residence, suggesting that time with the females provided males with critical information for assessing the probability of conception for a given cycle. Taken to- gether, these data strongly suggest that increases in swelling size across successive cycles, in at least some species, enable males to assess the probability of conception for that female and that males adjust their mating investment accordingly, as predicted by the Differentiating Between Cycles Hypothesis.

Category 3: signaling differences between individuals

Pagel (1994) posited that swelling size in female primates, like eye spots on the peacock’s tail (Petrie et al. 1991; Petrie and Williams 1993; Petrie 1994), is an honest indicator of the individual’s quality. For exaggerated swellings to function as a reliable indicator analogous to the spots on a peacock’s tail, swelling size differences between females must be consistent indicators not of transient female quality (such as fecundability that changes within an individual because of temporal changes in her physiological state) but of a relatively enduring female superiority over other females (in- cluding those in the same physiological state). That is, they must signal not simply differences in the quality of the mating opportunity (one female is ready to conceive because she has been cycling for several months, and a second female is less likely to conceive because she has been cycling for a shorter time), but differences in the quality of 2 females even given that they are both likely to conceive on that cycle. Such differences may result from good genes or from consistently better health that arises, for example, from a maternal effect. Such differences in female quality could be manifested in the survival or fertility of their offspring.

Several studies have attempted to test the Signaling Differ- ences Between Individuals Hypothesis, but to date, none have provided robust evidence in its favor. Zinner et al. (2002) outlined the 3 types of evidence that are necessary to support the hypothesis that exaggerated swellings are reliable indicators of quality. First, differences between females in their maximal swelling size must be consistent across multiple cycles and so reflect relatively enduring differences between females in swelling size. Second, a female’s swelling size relative to other females must indicate her permanent, rather than tran- sitory, quality as a mate. That is, it must signal not simply “this is the right time to mate with me because I am ready to con- ceive,” but “among all females that are ready to conceive, I am the superior choice” (for instance, because her infants will survive with higher probability). Third, males must bias their mating effort toward females with larger swellings.

Recent studies have found support for the first type of evi- dence (consistent differences in swelling size between females) in wild chimpanzees (Deschner et al. 2004) and wild chacma baboons (Huchard et al. 2009); in these species, some females have consistently larger swellings than other females. This is not true in semicaptive mandrills, however (Setchell and Wik- cings 2004). Reports of the second type of evidence (swelling size indicates quality as a mate) have been mixed. A correlation be- tween swelling size and number of surviving offspring was found in wild chacma baboons (Huchard et al. 2009) but not in semicaptive mandrills (Setchell and Wikcings 2004). One study reported a correlation between swelling size and reproductive success in wild olive baboons (Domb and Pagel 2001), but a reanalysis of their data showed that the effect was explained by differences between social groups: In some social groups, females had larger body size, larger swellings, and higher infant survival, and male–male competition was more intense, all possibly as a result of enhanced nutrition through partial access to human food sources (Zinner et al. 2002).

Reports of the third type of evidence have come from 2 studies in wild baboons, that is, they have reported that males bias their mating effort toward females with larger maximal swelling sizes (Domb and Pagel 2001; Huchard et al. 2009). However, neither study controlled for the variation between cycles that individual females of several species, including baboons, are known to exhibit (Deschner et al. 2003; Gesquiere et al. 2007; Higham et al. 2008b). Consequently, these 2 studies were unable to differentiate between a situation in which the female with the larger swelling was simply the female who had experienced more cycles in her current reproductive interval, and so was closer to conception (supporting the Signaling Between Cycles Hypothesis), versus a situation in which the female with the larger swelling was the higher quality female (supporting the Differentiating Between Individuals Hypothesis). In fact, one study in wild chimpanzees found direct evidence that, when presented with the choice, males preferred females who were periovulatory over females with larger swellings (Deschner et al. 2004). Like Deschner et al. (2004), Emery and Whitten (2003) concluded that their data on captive chimpanzees did not support the Differentiating Between Individuals hypothesis and instead cite their study as evidence for the Signaling Between Cycles Hypothesis. Taken together, the prevailing evidence does not support the Differentiating Between Indi- viduals hypothesis.

The fact that evidence for this hypothesis is mixed may reflect the fact that sexual swellings do not signal differences in quality between individuals, or it may simply reflect variation across species in the functional significance of sexual swellings—in some species, swellings may reflect individual differences, and in others, they may not. The evolutionary lability of this trait may mean that the selective forces that currently shape its ex- pression differ among species. In this context, however, it is use- ful to note that the Signaling Within A Cycle hypothesis has received consistent support in a wide range of species; in virtu- ally, all species examined to date, an increase in swelling size within each estrous cycle signals the approach of ovulation (al- though, as noted, species vary in how precisely maximal swelling size predicts ovulation). The Differentiating Between Cycles hypothesis has not been explicitly examined until recently, but when it has, this hypothesis, too, has received consistent support. The more extensive support for these 2 hypotheses justifies a close focus on explanations for swelling size variation within and between cycles, which is the aim of this paper.

PATERNAL CARE IN PRIMATES

Traditional models for the evolution of paternal care require that males experience a high degree of paternal certainty before they provide care, so that, in species with internal fertilization, pat- ernal care is usually associated with monogamy (Kleiman and Malcolm 1981; Snowden and Suomi 1982). In general, this
prediction is well supported in mammals. However, 2 lines of evidence—1 theoretical and 1 empirical—support the notion that male primates in a range of social systems—including polygynandrous species—experience selection to provide paternal care. First, the average wild male primate will experience just a handful of successful conceptions over the course of his life because primates have slow life histories and low reproductive rates. Infant mortality is relatively high in most wild primates, as it is in other wild mammals (reviewed in Dunbar 1987), leading to the strong inference that selection may be as strong on behaviors that increase infant survival as it is on behaviors that increase fertility. Indeed, evolutionary demographic analyses tell us this is so. In long-lived species like primates, lifetime fitness will generally be much more sensitive to survival than to fertility (Brault and Caswell 1993; McDonald 1993; Wisdom et al. 2000; Caswell 2001; Le Gouar et al. 2011; Sergio et al. 2011; Sim et al. 2011). In fact, changes in survival—including survival during infancy and the juvenile period—may account for ~90% of the total sensitivity of fitness in long-lived species (McDonald 1993). Studies of behavioral ecology often focus on variation in fertility as a key source of variation in fitness (and indeed it can be), but the generally greater importance of survival to fitness in long-lived species is well known among evolutionary demographers. Furthermore, primates, as long-lived species, are archetypal representatives of this pattern, and there should be strong selection on male primates, as on females, to contribute to offspring survival.

Second, males of many primate species provide care to immatures. Some primate societies are monogamous or polyandrous, and male care is most extensive and conspicuous in these lineages (Fernandez-Duque et al. 2009). However, even in polygynous and polygynandrous species, male care of offspring has been documented repeatedly (e.g., Brandt et al. 1970; Altmann 1980; Kleinman and Malcolm 1981; Snowden and Suomi 1982; Smuts 1985; Whitten 1987; Palombit et al. 1997; Borries et al. 1999; Buchan et al. 2003; Zhao and Pan 2006; Nguyen et al. 2009; Xiang et al. 2009; Moscovice et al. 2010; Rosenbaum et al. 2011).

If selection on infant survival is strong and male primates are known to invest in immatures, why is it so commonly believed that male primates do not provide paternal care? A key reason has been the difficulty of linking male care to genetically determined paternity. However, only recently have genetic paternity tests been carried out in wild primates; the very few that have examined male-immature relationships in the light of paternity results have found mixed but compelling evidence (see “Related evidence” below and Ménard et al. 1992; Kuenster and Paul 1996; Buchan et al. 2003; Lehmann et al. 2006; Charpentier et al. 2008; Moscovice et al. 2009; Huchard et al. 2010; Wroblewski 2010). The paucity of genetic paternity data in most natural primate populations has led some to propose that male care is more likely to represent mating investment than parental care—that is, males care for offspring as a mating incentive to mothers (van Schaik and Paul 1996). However, even this argument explicitly acknowledges that males in multimale species invest in immatures. A second possible reason that paternal care has been overlooked in polygynandrous primates is that the most conspicuous forms of parental care—provisioning and carrying—are uncommon behaviors among male primates. However, other forms of parental care, including grooming, defending, playing, huddling, and providing a safe zone for feeding and resting, may be quite important for infant welfare (Kleinman and Malcolm 1981) and are commonly performed by male primates (e.g., Brandt et al. 1970; Altmann 1980; Hamilton 1984; Smuts 1985; Whitten 1987; Strier 1996; van Schaik and Paul 1996; Palombit et al. 1997; Warren and Williamson 2001; Buchan et al. 2003; Lehmann et al. 2006; Zhao and Pan 2006; Moscovice et al. 2009, 2010; Nguyen et al. 2009; Xiang et al. 2009; Wroblewski 2010).

These 2 lines of evidence—the importance of immature survival for fitness in long-lived species and the numerous reports in multimale primates of males providing care to immatures—call for a reconsideration of the long-held view that male primates, except in monogamous species, provide little or no care to immatures. In addition, evidence is accumulating that male care matters for immatures even in multimale species: Males of several species protect immatures from harassment or the threat of infanticide (Palombit et al. 1997; Borries et al. 1999; Moscovice et al. 2009; Nguyen et al. 2009), and father–offspring co-residence enhances a component of offspring fitness in baboons (Charpentier et al. 2008), one of the few species to date in which sufficient data exist for addressing this question. These results lead us to argue for a broad reassessment of the notion that male care in multimale primate species is of little consequence to immatures.

Sexual swellings and paternal care

One potential consequence of the evolution of sexual swellings is that if these signals are accurate indicators of the probability of ovulation and conception, and males evolve sensitive detection systems in response to them, sexual swellings represent a mechanism for estimating the probability of paternity within a multimale mating system. That is, even in the absence of monogamy, the probabilistic nature of the signal associated with sexual swellings allows males to estimate their probability of paternity for any given conception, potentially with reasonable accuracy, if they are capable of sensibly tracking probabilities over time and closely monitoring the mating behavior of the female during the conception period. Unexpectedly, then, exaggerated sexual swellings create a situation in which paternal certainty may sometimes be quite high among primate species that exhibit multiple mating by females, an idea first presented by Hamilton (1984). This in turn creates a context in which males will benefit from providing paternal care.

Paternity confusion and paternal certainty

Females can benefit from paternity confusion in multimale multifemale societies when their infants are vulnerable to infanticide by generating a set of males who are potential caretakers of their infants. Paternity confusion is unlikely to lower the risk of an infanticidal attack because infanticidal males are typically new immigrant males that have recently attained a position of high reproductive activity in a group (reviewed in van Schaik 2000, see also Boggess 1984; Collins et al. 1984; Crockett and Sekulic 1984; Fossey 1984; Leland et al. 1984; Vogel and Loch 1984; Borries and Koenig 2000; Crockett and Janson 2000; Palombit et al. 2000; Steenbeek 2000). In other words, infanticidal males are not typically among the “confused.” However, those males that are among the confused—male group members who mated with the female during her conceive cycle—will be both available and motivated to deter infanticidal males because they have a potential stake in the infant. Thus, although paternity confusion is unlikely to reduce infanticide risk, it can reduce the probability that an infanticidal attack will be successful.

The Graded Signal Hypothesis for exaggerated sexual swellings, and other hypotheses that invoke paternity confusion (reviewed in Nunn 1999), implicitly assume that males use the information available in sexual swellings to estimate their probability of paternity and use this information to adjust the level of care and protection they direct toward infants. These benefits of confusing paternity raise the puzzling question of why females should ever confer paternal certainty; why not
always confuse paternity? The Graded Signal Hypothesis (Nunn 1999) resolves this puzzle by positing that females in multimale multifemale societies are faced with 2 problems that exaggerated sexual swellings can solve, of which potential infanticide is only one. Nunn proposes that the second problem is pressure to produce a high quality offspring, a problem that exaggerated sexual swellings solve, he posits, by biasing insemination—that is, by “concentrating paternity” in the best quality male.

Our argument is, instead, that the 2 parallel functions of exaggerated sexual swellings, namely confusing paternity and concentrating paternity, represent alternative solutions to the same problem: obtaining the right quantity and quality of male investment in a female’s infant. In this view, exaggerated swellings still function as a graded signal, the difference being that our hypothesis posits that the benefits of focusing versus diffusing the signal revolve around obtaining appropriate male care.

In contexts where infanticide risk is high, a female may benefit most from confusing paternity: Multiple potential fathers may then have a high enough probability of paternity to protect an offspring from infanticidal males, even if they do not have enough enhanced paternal certainty to engage in sustained or intensive care once infants are past the most vulnerable stage. Indeed, studies in both baboons and Hanuman langurs have found that, in populations where infanticide risk is high, both actual fathers and possible fathers (males that were present when an infant was conceived and copulated with the mother around the time of conception) were protective of a given infant (Palombit et al. 1997; Barries et al. 1999; Moscovic et al. 2009, 2010). In contrast, when infanticide risk is low, a female may benefit most from conferring paternal certainty (e.g., exhibiting strong preferences for and cooperating most with) on a male who can then provide care in multiple forms for an extended period. The paternal care documented among the Amboseli baboons (Buchan et al. 2003), in which sexually selected infanticide is quite rare, may be an example of this type of extended care. Amboseli males intervened in conflicts on behalf of their own offspring throughout the juvenile period (Buchan et al. 2003), and, as noted earlier, offspring whose biological fathers were present for a longer time during their juvenile period reached maturity earlier than offspring whose fathers resided with them for a shorter time (Charpentier et al. 2008). These data indicate protracted investment by fathers in their offspring, resulting in a long-term fitness consequence of paternal care even in the absence of infanticidal risk.

The paternal care hypothesis

At the heart of the Paternal Care Hypothesis is the idea that sexual swellings motivate males to adjust their behavior to provide the optimal quantity and quality of paternal care. We hypothesize that exaggerated sexual swellings allow males to estimate the probability that they are the father of a given offspring by signaling within a conceptive cycle when ovulation is most likely to occur and by differentiating between cycles to provide information about when conception is most likely to occur. That is, our hypothesis bridges those hypotheses that fall within the Signaling Within a Cycle and the Differentiating Between Cycles categories because variation both within and between cycles of a female probably signals information to males about paternity. By concentrating their mating efforts during the periovulatory period of conceptive cycles, males can increase their likelihood of paternity. Furthermore, they can potentially assess the probability that they have achieved paternity by monitoring the mating behavior of the female during this period (see also Hamilton 1984; Nunn 1999; Daspere et al. 2009). This assessment of paternity on the part of male primates means that they may use the information content of sexual swellings to dial up or down the intensity, frequency, and duration of care and protection they provide to immatures, according to the probability that they are the immatures’ father. This hypothesis generates several predictions.

Prediction 1

Among multimale multifemale primate species, true paternal care (care that is disproportionately directed to a male’s own offspring) will be more common in species that exhibit exaggerated sexual swellings than in species that do not. Furthermore, among species with exaggerated sexual swellings, true paternal care will occur only when swelling size accurately signals the probability of conception across cycles and the probability of ovulation within a cycle. That is, we expect true paternal care to evolve more commonly in those species in which exaggerated sexual swellings accurately predict ovulation, and we expect true paternal care to be uncommon or absent in those species in which sexual swellings are less accurate signals of ovulation. Testing these predictions will also require data from multiple species, using phylogenetic comparative methods.

Prediction 2

Among species with sexual swellings, we expect true paternal care to be more common in instances in which males can closely monitor the behavior of estrous females and can effectively monopolize mating with her during that period (for instance, in smaller groups or more open habitats). Note that this prediction allows not only for variation among species but also for variation within species and even within populations in the extent of paternal care provided to each offspring. Testing this prediction will require detailed behavioral data on male and female behavior during conceptive sexual cycles and on paternal behavior toward neonates or older juveniles.

Prediction 3

Whether or not female primates display exaggerated sexual swellings, they may experience selection to behave in ways that either augment paternity confusion or enhance paternal certainty depending on their social and demographic context. That is, if a female can predict that her offspring will receive greater benefit from confused paternity rather than from enhanced paternal certainty, she should attempt to bias her mating behavior to favor paternal confusion, even at the expense of intense or long-lasting paternal care (as described in Clarke et al. 2009). In contrast, a female living in a context in which extended paternal care is more valuable than short-term investment in anti-infanticidal defense should behave in a way to confer paternal certainty, thereby potentially increasing the intensity and duration of paternal care from a single male.

Related evidence

Very few studies have both identified paternity and done careful analyses of father–offspring interactions, in species for which the concordance between swelling size and ovulation is known. Some recent data support the general prediction that a good concordance between swelling size and ovulation will promote paternal care. For instance, males bias their caring behavior toward their own offspring in baboons (Palombit et al. 1997; Buchan et al. 2003; Moscovic et al. 2010), a species in which swelling size within a cycle is a good predictor of ovulation (Wildt et al. 1977; Higham et al. 2008a; Daspere et al. 2009). Two studies in chimpanzees have also found that males discriminate their offspring from unrelated immatures (Lehmann et al. 2006; Wroblewski 2010), although the extent or significance of paternal care in this species is not yet known.
In contrast, we expect paternal care to be less intense and pro-tracted in species in which swelling size is a poor predictor of ovulation, such as long-tailed macaques (Engelhardt et al. 2005) or bonobos (Reichert et al. 2002). We would also predict that paternal care would be low in species, such as Barbary macaques, in which sexual swelling size is a good indicator of ovulation (Brauch et al. 2007), but in which a male is rarely able to monopolize access to a female at any point during the estrous cycle (Taub 1980; Small 1990; Kuester and Paul 1992). In fact, evidence from 2 populations of Barbary macaques suggests that true paternal care (as opposed to extensive male-infant interactions of other sorts) is uncommon or absent in this species (Ménard et al. 1992; Kuester and Paul 1996).

Future research

We hope to stimulate research that will 1) describe the variation in caring behaviors that males provide to immatures and quantify how males distribute these behaviors among immatures in a range of species, 2) carefully examine the relationship between variation in swelling size and ovulation in species that exhibit exaggerated swellings, and 3) describe and quantify variation in the extent to which males can monitor the behavior of estrous females in these species (this may vary between species, within species, and between individuals in a population). With respect to measuring male care, a key component will be examining the multiple ways in which males invest in offspring, including behaviors that are subtle or indirect but may be of enormous significance, such as maintaining proximity to infants in a manner that reduces their vulnerability to harassment or increases their feeding efficiency (Altman 1980; Bales 1980; Smuts 1985; Palombit et al. 1997; Moscovice et al. 2009; Nguyen et al. 2009). The current paucity of data pertaining to these questions presents a rich set of opportunities for future research.

Mechanisms other than exaggerated sexual swellings may be available to concentrate or confuse paternity. Our main focus here was on sexual swellings, but others may function simultaneously and independently (for instance, see our prediction 3 about female behavior). Importantly, our hypothesis does not propose to explain the initial evolution of exaggerated swellings. Rather, we propose that whatever the selective forces were that originally shaped them, exaggerated sexual swellings now represent a system that can sometimes confer a high degree of paternity certainty in multimale multifemale social systems. At the same time, it is flexible enough to also allow females to confuse paternity when circumstances favor it. Male primates, as members of a lineage with slow life histories—that is, long lives and low fertility—should experience strong selection to influence the health and well being of the relatively few offspring that they will produce in their lifetimes. We predict that the era of research on paternal care in primates, including those living in multimale multifemale societies, is just beginning.
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